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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
In 2007, after searching for eight months, we discovered an unknown population of spectacled bears
in the very rare and critically endangered dry forest of northern Peru. Laura was the first spectacled
bear we observed in the wild and the first to ever be fitted with a GPS collar. During those initial years,
Laura provided a glimpse into both the mystery of spectacled bear life and the serious impact habitat
loss and human-wildlife conflict are having on this dry forest bear population.
Through the ups and downs of our work, we have always believed it’s possible to make a difference
for spectacled bears—keeping them thriving in wild habitat that is protected for the future. We are a
small, dedicated team, supported by inspired communities, and our collective passion has allowed us
to accomplish big things.
In the last decade we’ve developed a globally unique research program on dry forest bears, which
is yielding data on bear biology and habitat critical for conservation planning across South America.
We have also built strong local partnerships by delivering conservation education and implementing
our Felti program (see page 19) in communities who own land with some of the most pristine bear
habitat in northern Peru. We involve communities in our Felti program who in turn commit their
land to private protected areas. These programs create pride and enthusiasm for protecting bears
and have developed into a conservation model that is extremely effective at protecting spectacled
bear habitat. When communities are involved in conservation, it becomes possible for people and
wildlife to co-exist.
Becoming a Wildlife Conservation Network (WCN) partner in 2016 was a turning point for SBC.
Being part of this amazing community has provided emotional, technical, and economic support that
has transformed us. Through WCN we have been able to connect passionate wildlife supporters with
our work, and thanks to them, we have been able to make important strides towards protecting bears.
We have expanded our research to document unknown bear populations in different ecosystems,
engaged more local communities in conservation, and expanded our Felti program into remote
indigenous villages.
I’m now pleased to present our five-year strategic plan, which outlines our upcoming challenges,
core objective and strategy. This planning process reinforced the importance of expanding our
conservation model into new communities and ecosystems, and linking key bear habitats through
the creation of protected areas. These are all necessary steps to ensure spectacled bears continue to
survive and thrive in the wild.
As we embark on this next phase—to our SBC team, our WCN family, and our invaluable community
of donors—we’re better together. Thank you for being part of the solution. I believe in what we can
continue to accomplish together for the protection of spectacled bears.
Sincerely,

Spectacled, or Andean, bears are named for the white rings around
their eyes that make them appear as if they are wearing glasses.
These markings are unique to each bear and help us identify the
individuals in our equatorial dry forest population, which we have
been monitoring since 2008.
On the cover: Laura, the first spectacled bear that
we fitted with a GPS collar in the equatorial dry forest.

Robyn Appleton
Founder and President
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Spectacled bears are the least known bear species
in the world. In northern Peru, these elusive bears
are highly threatened by habitat loss and humanwildlife conflict. Their habitat is critically endangered
and is a global biodiversity hotspot. With the
lack of scientific knowledge and current pace of
local development, we’re potentially facing the
devastating loss of a species and entire ecosystems
as they currently exist.

Now is the crucial time to work together
to protect spectacled bears.

Our long-term vision is to create and maintain
protected areas of pristine habitat throughout
the spectacled bear range. This five year strategic
plan is focused on expanding our communitybased conservation model, which has already
been successfully implemented in numerous areas.
We will continue partnering with communities
and engaging landowners to create private
protected areas and ensure connectivity
between them. This process takes years from
start to finish; however, we will achieve the most
impact by working simultaneously with a number
of community partners.

WHY WE URGENTLY NEED TO PROTECT BEARS
Healthy bears mean healthy ecosystems. Each part of
an ecosystem is linked; if one is compromised, the entire
community could fall apart. Bears play two important
roles in ecosystems because they are:
1. A keystone species
This means they play such an essential role in keeping
their ecosystem healthy that if they were removed the
ecosystem would be negatively affected. For example,
as top predator, a decrease in bears can trigger changes
in other animal populations throughout the food chain.
2. An umbrella species
This means that if we protect spectacled bears and their
large habitat requirements, then we are protecting all
species in the bears’ ecosystem.
Protecting spectacled bears has a strategic conservation
impact because it indirectly protects other wildlife.
Our long-term monitoring of a rare equatorial dry forest bear
population is also yielding crucial biological information on
bears in the wild that can be applied more broadly for the
benefit of other spectacled bear populations.
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OUR APPROACH

OUR TEAM

Spectacled Bear Conservation is dedicated to
protecting spectacled bears and their habitat
through strategic, community-focused conservation
solutions and continued research. Community and
knowledge are critical to conservation, this is our
platform to promote habitat protection.

Each acre of
protected habitat
is a measure of success.

We use scientific research to learn about
the bears and identify priority habitat areas;
understanding their biological needs and the threats
to their survival, equips us to better protect them.

Diverse skills and a
common passion to
save spectacled bears
have built the strength
of our team.

Simultaneously we partner with local communities
who own land with prime bear habitat. We work
to empower them through conservation education
(our Forest Guardians program) and alternative
livelihoods (our Felti program) to reduce human bear
conflict and pressure on bear habitat. Through these
community partnerships and collaboration with
local landowners, governments, and conservation
organizations, we are creating protected areas to
secure pristine spectacled bear habitat.

(Left-Right): José Vallejos, Isai Sanchez,
Robyn Appleton, Javier Vallejos

FOUNDING TEAM
Powered by passion, Javier, José and Isai joined Robyn
(SBC’s Founder and President) to launch the first ever
wild spectacled bear observational study in Peru. For
five years, they lived amongst spectacled bears in the
dry forest collecting crucial data. Their passion is the
foundation of SBC and goes beyond
the field.
In 2010, Javier won the Disney Conservation Hero
award for his contribution to finding the previously
undocumented dry forest spectacled bears.

José was also recognized with the Disney
Conservation Hero award for his bravery in
risking his life to protect spectacled bears and
local residents during the wildfires in 2016.
Isai’s ingenuity and resourcefulness has
been critical to building and expanding our
conservation center in Batán Grande, as both
a community hub and our headquarters in
northern Peru.

TODAY’S TEAM
OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

Healthy spectacled bear populations living in
harmony with local communities across protected
dry forest, montane forest and páramo habitats in
northern Peru.

To conserve and protect spectacled bear populations
and their habitat in northern Peru through scientific
research, education and collaboration with local
communities and landowners.

OUR VALUES
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Integrity

Creativity

Team Work

Respect

Passion

Results Oriented

We have grown, from a small team
in the early days, into a resilient group
with the same passion, dedication
and commitment to do what it takes
to protect spectacled bears. Our
shared purpose makes us a family; this
connection to each other strengthens
our ability to make a difference for
the bears. Nearly all of our team is
Peruvian and from the local area,
which builds our connection to the
community and our understanding
of local values and culture.

The SBC team at the Batán Grande Conservation Center
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In this photo, Laura, the first bear studied by SBC, is passing saliva
to her cub, Martina, to keep her hydrated. At the time, Laura was
starving from the lack of access to sapote fruit (a critical food
source in her fragmented dry forest habitat) and was unable to
produce enough milk. Laura was doing everything she could to
keep Martina alive. Our logo is inspired by this strong connection
between mother and cub and represents resilience, hope and
continuity of the spectacled bear species.
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SPECTACLED BEAR GEOGRAPHIC RANGE

WHERE WE WORK
CONSERVATION AREAS

Venezuela

Peru
Colombia
Ecuador

Lambayeque
Cajamarca

Peru

Bolivia

The spectacled bear is the only
bear in South America. The
species ranges from Venezuela
to Bolivia and inhabits a variety
of ecosystems and elevations.

LEGEND
National Park (Protected Area)
Long-term Monitoring Area
Priority Conservation Area

SOUTH AMERICA
Resident spectacled bear populations
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* Geographic range data is from the International Union for Conservation
of Nature's (IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species (iucnredlist.org).

SBC's conservation center is located in Batán Grande, Lambayeque, Peru.
We conduct our conservation work in both the Lambayeque and Cajamarca regions of Peru.
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WHERE WE WORK

11,500 ft

ECOSYSTEMS

We work across three distinct ecosystems with a large
elevation gradient between 800 and 11,500 feet above sea level.

Contributing data to mountain tapir conservation

3,000 ft

Our research on spectacled bears in these areas also benefits
other species. For example, we identified an undocumented
mountain tapir population when we expanded our study
area into the cloud forest. Less than 2,500 mountain tapir
are left in the wild, and they are critically endangered in Peru
where approximately 250 remain.
While in the field searching for spectacled bears, our team
records direct observations and other signs of tapir, like scat
and trails that show evidence of foraging.

High Alpine Grassland (Páramo)
Cold and humid with low plants, grasses and shrubs.
Small, forested pockets are scattered throughout the grasslands.
Seasonal high winds and cool damp weather are common.

Tropical Cloud Forest (Montane)
Humid, tropical forest vegetation with tall trees, persistent
low cloud cover, cool temperatures and heavy rainfall. Direct
observation research is more challenging because bears are
difficult to see.

800 ft

Equatorial Dry Forest
Dry, rocky, steep terrain with sparse
vegetation. Temperatures are hot, with
minimal, highly seasonal rainfall.
The open landscape and arid climate
provide perfect research conditions
because bears are highly visible and
bear signs, like tree markings and scat,
are preserved.
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OUR STORY (TIMELINE)
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2007

SBC founder, Robyn Appleton and local animal tracker Javier Vallejos discover
spectacled bears after eight months of searching in the equatorial dry forest.

2008

The field team begins the first ever observational study on wild spectacled bears
in Peru and collars "Laura", the first spectacled bear fitted with a GPS collar.

2009

SBC becomes legally registered in Peru as a non-profit organization.
The team discovers the first active spectacled bear natal den in the wild.

2010

SBC opens the conservation center in Batan Grande and the first
Felti workshop takes place.

2011

SBC’s research shows extremely high cub mortality, drawing
international attention.

2012

SBC implements the Forest Guardians program to provide
environmental education and training to children and
community leaders.

2013

Laura's death, attributed to malnutrition or disease, is a devastating loss
for the field team and for future research.

2014

The Forest Guardians program expands into more communities.

2015

Research expands into high elevation ecosystems.
SBC discovers undocumented bear and mountain tapir populations.

2016

Peru’s spectacled bear conservation strategy is released.
SBC joins WCN.

2017

Laura is immortalized on Peruvian currency.
Wildfires destroy high elevation habitat and cause flooding
in the dry forest; staff homes and camera traps are lost.

2018

SBC’s 6-year bear reproduction study is in the Journal of Zoology.
The Felti program expands to the first high evelation indigenous village.

2019

SBC completes a novel 10-year study on age-specific survival probability.
This is the first long-term study of spectacled bears in the wild yielding
previously unknown ecological information about the species in the wild
that is needed to make effective conservation plans.

OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Building local
conservation values
and knowledge
Increasing awareness and
education in local communities
supports a positive behavior
change towards the natural
environment.

3,000 +

6,000 +

children have participated
in environmental
education programs

adults have been reached
through conservation
outreach messaging

100 +

15,000

indigenous women
engaged and trained
in our Felti program

Feltis handmade in 2018,
the highest yearly
production to date

5,500 +

100,000 +

observations of dry forest
bears over 12 years of study

acres of priority habitat
identified as future
potential protected areas
through our programs

Promoting a sustainable
income source for local
women unrelated to
natural resource use
Our Felti Program provides
an alternative livelihood and
economic opportunity that
reduces human pressure on
wildlife and habitat. Felti also
builds our capacity to partner
with more communities and
protect spectacled bear habitat.

Researching spectacled
bears to identify prime
habitat we need to protect
Our research ensures
we are protecting areas
with the critical resources
spectacled bears need for
survival, like food, water
and denning sites.
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Maria Huaman (left) is involved in one of the
community programs at our conservation
center where indigenous women were taught
Spanish (their native language is Quechua).
Over a two-year period, they learned basic
reading and writing so that they could manage
the Felti artisan program independently.
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OUR STRATEGY
Our strategic planning process showed us where
to focus our resources for the next five years.
Our core objective is to identify and protect
spectacled bear habitat. Habitat loss and
fragmentation is the number one threat to
the survival of spectacled bears.
Our strategy is to grow and deploy our
conservation programs in a number of
communities simultaneously. Focusing our
resources on Community Empowerment,
Habitat Protection and Research will
maximize the impact we can make to address
key challenges and protect spectacled bears.

Changing local perceptions of spectacled bears and their habitat
- Increasing demand for our Felti products so we can involve more
communities in the program who in turn commit more land to
private protected areas
- Focusing our Forest Guardians education program on changing
behaviors to reduce human pressure on the local environment

Creating, managing and expanding
protected areas to ensure that sufficient
habitat are preserved to maintain viable bear
populations and protecting wildlife corridors

Focusing our research to
find new bear populations
and to identify the critical
resources needed for survival
(like food, water and
denning locations)
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COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT
Empowering communities with conservation
education, training and sustainable economic
opportunities changes behavior, which reduces
human pressure on wildlife and habitat.
More importantly, through this approach,
communities play a direct role in local
conservation decisions and management.

STRATEGY:

CHALLENGES:

Education & Alternative Livelihood

Human Wildlife Conflict
Wildlife and people must co-exist, but sometimes
their needs don’t align. Given the rapid increase in
human use and development in the equatorial dry
forest, tropical cloud forest and páramo, conflict
between spectacled bears and people is increasing,
primarily through the negative impacts of agricultural activity and intentionally set wildfires on
remaining bear habitat. Due to continued loss of
habitat and food sources, bears are more frequently
forced into crop raiding which can result in
retaliatory killing.

Implement our FOREST GUARDIANS program
and our FELTI program to build trust between
communities and SBC, which strengthens
conservation work and changes behavior
to reduce habitat loss from agriculture
and out of control wildfires.

THE POWER OF FELTI
We can partner with more
communities, hire more women
and protect more bear habitat
by selling more Feltis.

FELTI PROGRAM
Our Felti program involves the
production of small, handcrafted, woolen animals using
a method called dry-needle
felting. The program is a vital
component of our work and
results in the creation of
private protected areas on
community lands.
We involve communities in the
program who in turn commit
their land to private protected
areas. Felti also provides a
direct economic benefit.

Our Felti artisans are from
rural and indigenous
communities. They become
empowered and earn a fair
wage. Many participants are
earning an income for the
first time in their lives.
By providing an alternative
livelihood that isn’t related to
natural resource use, human
pressure on prime spectacled
bear habitat from activities
like agriculture and poaching
is decreased.

FOREST GUARDIANS PROGRAM
Our team works closely with local communities to
deliver conservation education and training.

REAL STORIES

Here are some of our key initiatives:

EDUCATION SESSIONS:

WILDFIRE RESPONSE TRAINING:

We have developed a school
curriculum and deliver
presentations on
conservation knowledge
and research findings on
the local ecosystem.

There is minimal local infrastructure
for wildfire response. We collaborated
with the local fire brigade to equip and
educate local communities in wildfire
prevention and response. This helps
protect bear habitat, and the homes
and livelihoods of local people.
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ADAPTING AGRICULTURAL
TECHNIQUES:
We educate community
leaders on the negative impact
of clearing forested land,
planting non-native tree
species, and starting wildfires.

“SBC´s Felti program has
improved my life because I am
able to pay for basic services
and that allows me to have a
better quality of life for me and
my family. I am a widow so that
income helps me to pay those
expenses. I have seen
this program growing and
I am very happy for that”.
- Veronica Muro Mori
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HABITAT PROTECTION
The forests of northern Peru are some of the most
biodiverse and important landscapes in the world.
Habitat protection ensures both the availability and
connectivity of suitable habitat for spectacled bears
and the preservation of plant and animal diversity.
It also contributes to the protection of critical
ecosystem services, which are the essential
functions healthy ecosystems provide for human
communities like climate regulation, water provision
and maintaining soil quality.

CHALLENGES:

STRATEGY:

Habitat Loss & Fragmentation
Agriculture, cattle grazing, development
and wildfires contribute to habitat loss.
Bear populations that become isolated due
to habitat fragmentation are threatened by
a lack of food. In addition, when individuals
are unable to travel and breed with different
populations, this lack of genetic diversity
can make populations more susceptible
to disease and low reproductive success.
These factors are playing out in our equatorial dry
forest bear population at an alarming rate.
Many communal lands are also not legally
registered, which makes them vulnerable to
resource extraction.

Spectacled bears require large, continuous and
intact habitat to successfully feed, breed and
maintain healthy populations.

Protected Areas
- Create protected areas by
partnering with local communities
- Purchase prime bear habitat from
private land owners
- Support park authorities to manage and
expand national protected areas by providing
field training and key scientific data that
supports evidence-based decision making
for parks
- Provide communities with legal
expertise to gain registered land
ownership so they can legally protect
their land for conservation

Bromeliads are a staple food
for spectacled bears. It is a welladapted plant that grows in all
three ecosystems; dry forest, cloud
forest and high alpine grasslands.
Dry forest cactus
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Eating pasallo tree in the dry forest

Bear in cloud forest

Small forested pockets in the páramo
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RESEARCH
We need current data on bear behavior and habitat use to
develop effective conservation management plans.
We share our data and findings with the scientific
community and collaborate with conservation
organizations, academic institutions and governments to
ensure we maximize our conservation impact for both bears
and other wildlife.
Robust field data guides our programs by identifying threats
to bears and priority habitat that needs to be protected. We
also use the results to educate communities on their local
environment.

CHALLENGES:

Lack of Knowledge
Spectacled bears are elusive and the least
known bear species in the world.
Most of the data on bear biology and behavior
currently available is mainly collected from
captive spectacled bears. We can’t develop
effective management plans when we don’t
fully understand what their ecological needs
are in the wild.

STRATEGY:

Expand Study of Wild Bears
- Study spectacled bear biology and behavior to
understand seasonal habitat use and important
resources to identify critical habitat and key areas
that function as corridors linking prime bear habitat
- Conduct habitat suitability models to identify
important areas for future intensive field research
- Expand our study area to identify new bear populations
- Maintain ongoing monitoring of all known
bear populations
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Fieldwork in the páramo

Taking photos in the dry forest

The first observed natal den

CAPTURING IMAGES:

We deploy camera traps to
monitor spectacled bears, which
also collect valuable data on
other endangered species.

Camera Trap

Spectacled Bear

Camera traps are triggered by movement.
They are set to take 10 photos per trigger and
are active 24 hours per day. We check them
once a month to recover data.

Mountain Tapir

Puma

Ocelot

Jaguarundi

A DECADE OF SCIENCE: In 2019, we completed a
novel research study on the age-specific survival
probability of dry forest spectacled bears. We used
direct observation, camera traps and GPS collaring
to obtain more than 5,500 observations of 57
known bears between 2008 and 2018. We analyzed
reproductive parameters (litter size, fertility and
cub survival) and determined that the dry forest
population is compromised due to small population
size and limited resources.
This study is also an important advance for
spectacled bear conservation as a whole. Now, our
model can be used to more accurately estimate the
extinction rate of other spectacled bear populations
in South America, which will help inform more
effective conservation strategies.

When SBC sedates a bear for collaring, the field team measures other characteristics like weight and size of teeth
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THE OBSTACLES & CHALLENGES MAY SEEM
INSURMOUNTABLE, BUT TOGETHER THERE
IS NO LIMIT TO WHAT WE CAN ACHIEVE
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Email: info@sbc-peru.org
Website: sbc-peru.org
FB: @sbcsocietyperu
Insta: @spectacledbearconservation

This strategic plan was developed with support from
the Wildlife Conservation Network.
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